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By Bob Smiley

Thomas Dunne Books, United States, 2012. Hardback. Book Condition: New. 211 x 147 mm.
Language: English . Brand New Book. A cowboy governor finds himself the accidental leader of
Texas s right-wing revolution in this irreverent, entertaining debut novel.Written with the comedic
mastery of Christopher Buckley, Don t Mess with Travis tells the story of Ben Travis, a no-name
Texas senator who becomes governor after a late-night accident takes the lives of the men ahead of
him in the chain of command.Before the paint has even dried on his parking spot, the recently
divorced Travis uncovers the latest Washington power grab and decides there s only one solution:
secession. The stunt pits Travis (and Texas) against the president, a golf-obsessed, progressive
egomaniac with spotty leadership skills. The liberal elites are behind the president, and they will
try every dirty trick to derail the new governor and hold on to the most prosperous state in the
Union. Despite the doomsday threats from D.C., Travis forges ahead in a thrilling and hysterical
quest to fight big-government tyranny and restore sanity to the nation.Can Travis avoid a second
Civil War without bending his knee to Washington? Will his own daughter and ex-wife come...
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The ideal ebook i possibly study. Better then never, though i am quite late in start reading this one. It is extremely di icult to leave it before concluding,
once you begin to read the book.
-- Ava Witting-- Ava Witting
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